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About This Game

Aesthetic World

A Vaporwave world full of aesthetic things and activities. A computer to choose the music, a shooting range to relieve the days
stress, our custom Aesthetic-AHX car to race around paradise, a fantastic Vaporwave soundtrack to accompany the experience
and if that sounds good to you prepare to get lost in paradise together with multiplayer! (Coming Soon).But remember, It's all in

your head...

Retrowave Drive

The newest addition to Aesthetic World, Retrowave Drive is the brand new racing mode where you drive the Aesthetic-AHX to
the retro metropolis. With a great track to drive to, the blazing sun in the distance and neon lights everywhere...the 80's fantasy

never looked so good.

Lucifer's Forest

Lucifer's Forest is our unfinished horror game, We scrapped the project a while back but we include it with Aesthetic World as
a bonus game.
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ABSOLUTELY RECOMMENDED! :) :) :) :) For those who love playing Nancy Drew games, you are going to love this one,
because it's much better than the older Nancy Drew games. If you read 2 reviews I've made on 2 of the older Nancy Drew
games (Treasure in the Royal Tower and The Final Scene), and read the problems that are in both of them, none of those
problems are in this one! This game is called REMASTERED, because it's a newer and improved version of the original one
that was made in the 1980s, so it's nothing like the older ones, it's much better! :)
In this game, you can also move the mouse left or right to be able to turn, to face differerent directions. Your gameplay is in a
full screen, not a medium sized rectangle surrounded by a background, like the older ones. You have the mobile phone, so you
can take pictures of clues you need to remember later. And you have the oberservations, suspects, hints, and solutions list, which
are very handy when you get stuck! The graphics are much better than the older Nancy Drew games, and the storyline is
absolutely superb, and was long enough to keep me entertained the whole way through! Even whenever I'm done with the story,
it's so good, I just want to do it again! ^_^ You'll love this one, Nancy Drew fans, a must add to your Nancy Drew collection!
Definitely recommended! :). Wonderful diversion for those who love puzzle games! I wish that there was something like this in
real life because it is really very enjoyable for me to play. A really creative game. It makes me want to have those wooden
models be made in real life. Pick this game up when you can!. Blockwick 2 is an excellent puzzle game which again proves that
you can:
a) have good games on mobile
b) mobile games can translate perfectly well to the PC

The concept is simple: you need to group equi-coloured blocks together to complete a level. After completing each set of levels
(16), the game introduces a new mechanic - first multiple colors, then blocks that can only move together, sticky blocks, etc.
Finally, for a bigger challenge, you can seek a specific solution to each level where the position of the blocks also matters - you
need to cover 3 floor symbols.

The visuals of the game are spartan but tastefully done, the music is good, and the controls are well executed - drag and drop
works seamlessly on the PC, and I assume the touch controls work similarly well. Where the game really shines is the level
design, though - the learning curve for each mechanic is properly cared for in the first 2-3 levels, and the remaining 13-14
challenges in the set (at least in the later sets) are generally quite good, occasionally bordering the fiendish. With 144 levels
initally and then an added bonus level set, Blockwick 2 provides quality brain-teasing entertainment for many hours.

Highly recommended.
. This game is also known as....squats. Fun game! Another great release by RedZone! I enjoy match 3 games, and this one did
not disappoint. The visuals are great, as well as the challenges of each level.

If you're looking for a fun and relaxing game, this is it! I can't wait to continue expanding my bakery!

My only suggestion to the developer would be to add more levels. Maybe an update in the future? Overall, great game!. Loved it
- if you like these types of find the object games then this is a winner.. Sydney's World is an 16-bit JRPG where you're going to
play as a young girl seeking her father and a king in search of redemption.

The character is easy to control using keyboard.

The graphics are comic style and full of colours and animations are normal for a game of these characteristics.
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At the first moment the game introduces you in all the aspects using some hints and tips explained by a little dog that you find in
the scenario.

The map is not complex but i miss the little map of the area in the corner of the screen.

During the game I've only found some healing potions hidden in some places but nothing else. I don't improve my skills or raise
my level and I haven't been able to find new equipment so it seems there is no inventory management or traits/abilities/skill
point.

The game is very linear and there's no side-quest, but it's well written and its story seems long enough to give you some hours of
entertainment.

Music ans sound are quite good. Sydney and villains are very well voice-acted. This fact surprise me in a positive way because
i've never heard voices in a game of this kind.

Also the other interesting feature of this game is its family friendly style. There is no blood or violence, there are combats and
battles but they dont'show anything so it's a good to choice to introduce young players in RPGs.

The game has no achievements but drops five trading cards.

Good choice if you like Japanese style role games

PS: Thanks to Shade00
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worst game ever done. do not buy at any cost. 100% Authentic.
100% Soul.

Nice job Dev.
. I thought this was a very fun game, but then I got to thinking about what i'm doing...

I AM LITERALLY KILLING THOUSANDS OF POTENTIAL BROTHERS AND SISTERS

Best horror/MOBA/platformer/sandbox game i've seen in a while...

sperm/11.5. The game follows the lines of Black Mirror and other point and click games, following the same art style of 2.5d
graphics, the game had a pretty good story, having you start out playing a turn of the century down of his luck guy, your thrust
into a good story of murder and crime. It's all shades of gray, you are not a upstanding person per say, your not someone you
want to hate and come to like who you are playing as time goes on, and without going into detail, you end up in the wrong place
at the wrong time. The game starts out slow but picks up. The puzzles and events make sense, and you won't be wondering why
you solve the puzzles as in some games. I found the voice acting needs a bit of work but fits in the time that it takes place and
the sound effects and artwork are well done. It's a shame that more people don't play it, and is left off people's game list,
because it's actually a good story.. I still do not have the code
. Farming simulator 2k16

Interesting for a few hours then you realise it's just grinding and trying the same level over and over again until you are lucky
enough not to get ridiculous floors with poison+traps+♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t ennemy effects.. they treat you with the first level then
they plop a load of cowshit for level 2. Still as good as it was thirteen years ago.
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